DATASHEET

ARE YOU PURSUING MAGNET®
ENTERPRISE ALERT
STATUS?
PUBLIC SAFETY TELEPHONY
SOLUTIONS

The American Nurses Credentialing Center Magnet Recognition Program® recognizes organizations that achieve excellence
in nursing practice and superior patient care. Whether you are pursuing redesignation or applying for the first time, your
hospital must establish new ways of achieving high-quality, effective, and efficient care.
In support of your hospital’s Magnet application, Spok can help you demonstrate innovation with new technology that
advances the quality of your patient care and services. Our experts can help you in a number of ways. For more
information, visit the Spok Magnet webpage.

PATIENT SATISFACTION
Increase patient satisfaction by improving nurse-call communication and response times, and by
promoting quieter environments. Read the case study on how Children’s Hospital Colorado minimized
noise throughout the hospital and improved patient care and satisfaction.

PATIENT SAFETY
Reduce patient falls by routing bed alarms directly to nearby nurses. This eBrief will review three
common nursing workflows that can be simplified with mobile communications.

JOB SATISFACTION
Improve nurse job satisfaction and decrease turnover through alarm fatigue reduction and
better communication with colleagues. In this webinar, Dr. Nat’e Guyton, RN, MSN, CPHIMS,
NE-BC shares how Spok can help you innovate with new technology to improve the quality of
care.

ALARM FATIGUE
Reduce alarm fatigue by routing actionable alarms to the correct responder. In this datasheet you’ll
find two examples of workflows where technology can help manage alarms and save time for
providers

FURTHER INFORMATION
Discover how Spok can help you innovate with new technology by developing innovative processes that improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of care services, and of interprofessional collaboration to ensure that care is well coordinated.
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